Executive Insight Recognized in Vault
2020 Consultancy Europe Ranking
Zurich, London - September 25, 2019 - Executive Insight has been
recognized in the newly released 2020 Vault ranking of best
consulting firms to work for in Europe. The company received special
distinctions in the categories “Diversity” and “Work/Life Balance”.

Vault Consulting Europe rankings are based on scores from current employees and
professionals from other consulting firms about topics such as firm culture,
work/life balance, career development, compensation and outlook. Respondents
to the survey specifically acknowledged Executive Insight’s people-centric culture,
open communication lines and non-hierarchical set-up.

“Executive Insight was founded on the premise of being a different kind of
consulting company and in many ways, 20 years on, these results are a validation
of that ambition” noted Andrea Sobrio, founder and managing partner of Executive
Insight. Marc Pesse, Partner at Executive Insight and responsible for HR, adds “We

are honoured to be recognized as a top consulting firm in the Vault ranking! We
truly care about our employees and are constantly striving to establish a culture
of supporting and helping each other learn and grow.”

Some examples of what Executive Insight employees said about the firm:
>

“A great, supportive company culture that cares about the development of
their people.”

>

“Collaboration with clients to identify and develop those solutions that add
real value. Being a true partner to create excellence.”

>

“Everybody can contribute to the firm’s development from day one, thereby
getting significant personal development opportunities.”

>

“If you love working in a multi-cultural environment, are motivated about
leaving a footprint and you are committed to the healthcare/pharmaceutical
industry, Executive Insight is the place you need to be.”

The ranking underscores Executive Insight's high efforts that are put into finding
and hiring passionate employees that have a strong fit with our company values.

Links
Executive Insight’s Vault profile
2020 Best Consulting Firms in Europe for Diversity
2020 Best Consulting Firms in Europe for Work/Life Balance

About Executive Insight
Executive Insight is a specialized healthcare consulting firm supporting biopharmaceutical
companies in successfully preparing, launching and commercializing their products. The
company was founded in 2000 by a group of industry professionals who recognized the
need for specialized healthcare consulting. Today, Executive Insight proudly works for 6
of the top 10 global pharma companies and has 50+ employees located throughout Europe
and beyond. The head office is located in Switzerland with a subsidiary in London, UK.
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